Removing the cover
10. Press the release button in the middle the harness buckle to disconnect.
11. Remove waist belt from harness connectors.
12. Pull belts out through button holes in seat cover. The cover can now be easily
taken off the seat for cleaning or replacing.
13. To replace seat cover, repeat steps 10 - 12 in reverse.
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INSTRUCTION MANUAL

1. Sit you child in the chair after assembling.
2. Fasten harness buckles
3. Tighten waist and shoulder belts to appropriate length.
4. Attach adjustable tray.

independently.
missing or faulty in anyway.
3. Do not use until all parts are correctly assembled & adjusted.

5. Always secure the child in the restraint with the harness supplied
to prevent serious injury or death from falls or sliding out. Never leave
child without adult attendance.
6. Do not alter or modify this product.
7. Always use on a level secure surface.
8. Ensure all four legs of the low-chair are inserted correctly and sit level.
INFA SECURE PTY LTD P.O. Box 487, Emu Plains NSW 2750, 110-114 Old Bathurst Rd,
Emu Plains 2750 Service No: 02 4728 8090 Fax: 02 4728 8040 www.infa-secure.com.au

read all the instructions carefully before use.
Follow instructions for assembly.
Suitable from 6 months to 7 years; If the child is less than 18kgs child must be able to sit
independently before using this chair. It could be used as a table after 3 years years old.

5. Insert the two chair joint parts into the corresponding holes. Please note:
the shape of the protruding ends on the chair joints, matches with the
holes in the armrests (fig. 7). Then attach right armrest as per steps 3 & 4.

6. Insert the table top, table joint parts and footrest into the corresponding
holes in the left and right table legs (fig. 10 & 11). Insert screws and tighten
until locked.

1. Join Backrest and booster together
to create reclining hinge and place
hinge bolt into axle holes. (fig.1)

Assemble the chair and low chair

Assemble the booster / backrest & armrest

(round disc)

2. Put the two screw pillars, on the booster, into
the corresponding holes in the left chair armrest.
(fig. 3)
3. Put the backrest pillars into the corresponding
revolving holes in armrest. (fig.4)

4. Insert screws through armrest
into booster, using the screwdriver
tighten until locked (fig.5 & 6)

7. Insert chair legs into corresponding holes in the table top.

8. Slide tray into notches
located on the outside of
the armrests. A click can
be heard when the tray is
locked into place. To
remove tray or move to
another position press the
adjuster levers on the
underside of tray. The tray
can be adjusted to 3
positions.

9. The backrest can
be adjusted to 3
positions. To adjust
backrest, pull up
gently on the adjuster
button on the back of
backrest and move
into the desired
position.

